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A Level English Language - H470/01 - Summer 2019 Examiners’ report 

Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper 1 series overview 
H470/01 is one of two exam papers for the A Level English Language. This largely synoptic component 
requires candidates to apply their knowledge of linguistic terms, context and theory to unseen texts as 
well as use their knowledge to create a piece of writing in a given form.  To do well on this paper, 
candidates need to be comfortable applying their knowledge and understanding to unseen texts as well 
as producing their own writing on a topical language issue. 

In this third series of this A Level specification, it was once again pleasing to see that candidates and 
centres had used the feedback from previous series to develop their examination skills to make sure that 
responses met the specific needs of each question. The paper was appropriate for the range of 
candidates’ abilities and the majority of candidates were able to access both the unseen texts and 
demands of Question 2 without any obvious difficulties.  The marks given ranged from the bottom of 
Level 2 right up to the top of Level 6. 

Candidates appeared to use their time effectively on this paper; there was little evidence of candidates 
running out of time.  Responses are becoming more succinct, suggesting that candidates are spending 
more time analysing the texts and planning their response rather than writing, which generally leads to 
more analytical responses.  There remains a surprising lack of planning evident for Question 3 however.  
Well planned and thought out responses to this question usually leads to more interesting and insightful 
comparison and contextual analysis.  

Responses in this series for Question 1 and Question 3 were once again focused on the data presented, 
although it is important that candidates focus specifically on the language levels specified in the 
question.  There was more discussion this year of aspects such as graphology and multimodality which 
were not relevant and could not be credited. 

As an A Level exam for English Language, examiners do expect to see the correct labelling of language 
features across questions. There was an increase this year in candidates using the terms ‘lexical field’ 
and ‘semantic field’ often interchangeably or inaccurately.  Candidates should be able to label features, 
even within a specified field, more precisely than this, by referring to the concrete nouns within a lexical 
field for example. Any subject specialist terms should be glossed in Question 2.  Candidates should 
make sure they use exemplification across all questions to avoid vague responses.  

In order to achieve top levels, candidates should aim to achieve conceptual overviews of texts.  This 
means not necessarily looking at language points in isolation but considering how combinations of 
language features create patterns, for example how contractions and colloquialisms leads to an informal 
register.  This leads to more dense analysis and more perceptive discussion of context. Candidates 
should be wary of simply using the term ‘pattern’ without exemplification or analysis.  

Key points from the paper  

Candidates who generally did well on this paper: 

- Used terminology accurately 
- Analysed patterns within texts 
- Made perceptive links to context. 

Candidates who did less well on this paper: 

- Made general points not explicitly linked to linguistic evidence 
- Did not support responses with examples from the text 
- Were narrow in their consideration of features. 
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Section A

Question 1 (a) 

Question 1 (b) 

In this series, there was only a small number of candidates who did not answer this question as two 
separate sections.  Centres are urged to continue to instil in candidates the need to respond to this 
question within its demarked sections.  This ensures that candidates are able to consider each specific 
language level with the depth and breadth needed for successful analysis. It is important that analysis is 
focused on the specified language level as examiners reported that some candidates would label and 
exemplify a sentence feature in part b, but then analyse the lexical features within the sentence rather 
than the sentence feature itself. There is no expectation that theory will be used in this question and it is 
rarely credited.  

The majority of candidates found this to be an accessible text and they generally understood the friendly 
and conversational tone that the producers were striving for in order to encourage readers to try 
Veganuary.  Some candidates are still trying to narrow down the potential audience too specifically and 
when trying to be specific about an age range, gender or social class inevitably make overly assertive 
statements. Better responses considered the broader potential readership of people looking to make 
New Year’s resolutions, for example. It is pleasing to see that general introductory paragraphs have 
been seen far more infrequently and instead candidates are beginning their analysis straight away, 
linking relevant contextual information into their response where relevant. 

As with the last series, there was a cluster of marks given at the top of Level 3 for this question.  In order 
for candidates to move into Level 4 of the mark scheme, it is important that they correctly identify the 
linguistic terms that they are commenting on, and that they exemplify these within their own responses.  
Examiners reported seeing an increase in non-specific labelling, such as lexical and semantic fields with 
tenuous overarching labels, high frequency lexis or terms such as ‘long’ and ‘short’ sentences.  It is also 
important for candidates to be specific in their analysis, expressing with clarity the purpose of such a 
choice from the perspective of the producer when considering the receiver.  Cogent discussion, which 
allows for a greater density of analytical points, is more successful than long explanations which make 
the same point. Exemplar 1 below illustrates how density of analysis can be achieved. 

Most successful candidates: Less successful candidates: 
• Identified and exemplified patterns
• Were consistent and accurate when labelling

linguistic points
• Were precise in identifying the contextual

significance of a linguistic feature
• Had a conceptual overview of the text’s

purpose and a density of connected points
which demonstrated this.

• Wrote introductions reiterating contextual
points

• Made sweeping comments about the
readership

• Did not exemplify points made
• Labelled features incorrectly
• Wrote about theorists in their response
• Only discussed sentence forms, not sentence

types.
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Exemplar 1 

The above extract shows how density of analysis can be achieved. However, it also illustrates a common 
issue with this question, where candidates identify a pattern and then offer only one example.  In order 
for patterns to be credited, it is important that candidates exemplify from across the text.  To achieve the 
highest marks, candidates should also comment on the impact of these patterns. There were a number 
of insightful comments on the use of compounding, punning and neology when discussing ‘bite-sized’ 
and ‘Veganuary’, although some candidates seemed unsure of whether or not the intended audience 
were Vegans. Better responses were able to identify the use of sarcasm to dispel common myths and 
build a relationship with the audience. Candidates were also able to comment effectively on the listing of 
animals and the way in which this created solidarity between humans and animals.    
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Section B 

Question 2 

This is a synoptic question where candidates are expected to be able to use their knowledge from across 
the whole A Level course to construct a response.  Most candidates were familiar with prescriptivism as 
a concept, although examiners did see a small number of responses where the concept clearly hadn’t 
been learned or revised.  Some candidates did not write as the specified producer, which had an impact 
on the overall tone.  Examiners did expect to see glossing of specialist terms unless it was made 
specifically clear that the audience of that particular blog were subject experts or had specific pre-
existing knowledge.  

The most successful responses adopted a critical view from the outset, with the majority agreeing with 
the statement, even though there were some interesting responses which took the opposite view. 
Candidates used a variety of examples to further their responses, considering among others issues of 
standardisation, immigration, migration, technology and social attitudes.  David Crystal was often cited 
as a relevant theorist, as was Lindsay Johns and Jean Aitchison, but it was pleasing to see a number of 
less well-known linguists discussed by candidates. Some candidates misinterpreted Aitchison’s 
metaphors as evidence that she is a prescriptivist herself. A breadth of discussion was rewarded; as a 
synoptic question the most successful candidates were able to consider aspects from across their 
programme of study.  Candidates were sometimes prevented from reaching the top levels because they 
did not offer any exemplification for their views, resulting in a number of vague or overly assertive 
statements. Lower ability candidates typically stuck to one line of argument, with many considering 
language change generally rather than prescriptivism specifically and a small number being overly 
focused on gender. 

Unlike in the previous series, there was more of a balance this year between the marks given for AO2 
and AO5.  There was widespread understanding of the blog form with candidates often consciously 
utilising language features such as second person pronouns and rhetorical questions to engage their 
audience.  The most successful candidates often adopted a clear voice, often a persona, or the use of 
extended metaphor to convey their opinion in an entertaining way, as well as creating textual cohesion, 
perhaps by linking their ending to their beginning with a repeated phrase.  Less successful candidates 
often misinterpreted the audience and wrote in an overly informal manner or without consciously utilising 
any features so that the response read more like an article.  

Exemplar 2 is an excellent example of a candidate adopting the specified persona and using extended 
metaphor to illustrate the linguistic points made, while citing a relevant theorist. 

Most successful candidates: Less successful candidates: 
• Wrote a sustained commentary on

prescriptivism which was suitably exemplified
• Consciously crafted language to achieve a

convincing read for the specified audience
• Were selective about the linguistic ideas they

discussed
• Glossed terms where appropriate.

• Misunderstood prescriptivism
• Did not write in a form that was recognisable

as a blog
• Did not reference relevant linguistic examples

in their writing
• Wrote extensively about language change

without linking it to prescriptivism.
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Exemplar 2 
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Section C

Question 3 

Candidates generally performed well on this question, finding the topic of policing accessible with various 
points of linguistic comparison to make.  It was pleasing to see a range of approaches taken to 
answering the question, although a consistently comparative approach should underpin any essay. 
Some responses were uneven in their treatment of the two sources, usually giving a more detailed 
commentary of Text B. When making comparative points, exemplification should be used from both 
texts. The use of introductory paragraphs is more prevalent in this question, with candidates often 
reworking the contextual information set out in the resource booklet into an opening.  More successful 
candidates began with a language comparison and then explored how both texts used this feature 
differently/similarly to suit the needs of their specific genre, audience and purpose. This led to a more 
evaluative exploratory approach. 

Although some lower ability candidates are still adopting a ‘feature spotting’ approach to this question, 
the majority of candidates were able to discuss the use of context effectively and showed a clear 
appreciation of the differing audiences, considering how each producer uses modal verbs for example.  
Some incisive comparisons were made between the listing of police competencies in Text C and how 
these were demonstrated in Text B. Some candidates were able to pinpoint the primary and secondary 
audiences for Text B and discuss the significance of the narrator, suggesting reasons for their language 
choices.  There was some mislabelling of the accent features of the policeman as dialect at times, with 
sweeping or overly simplistic conclusions drawn.  

The most successful responses showed evidence of planning – this led to a methodical approach which 
meant that language methods were being applied systematically. This prior planning seemed to provide 
candidates with an overview of their response before writing which allowed them to establish patterns 
and build on previous points in a cogent manner to produce cohesive evaluative responses.  There 
remain candidates who discuss particularly spoken language features in Text B, but make no 
comparison on the basis that Text C is ‘in the written mode’.    

There was again a discernible improvement in candidates’ discussion of linguistic concepts with a range 
of appropriate discussions on power, accommodation, face and synthetic personalisation among others.  
These are used most effectively when they are specifically tied to linguistic points made. Overall, 
candidates should be striving to create comparative paragraphs which meet each of the assessment 
objectives, as seen in Exemplar 3 below. 

Most successful candidates: Less successful candidates: 
• Planned their comparisons carefully, giving

equal coverage to the two texts
• Were highly selective in the examples cited
• Used accurate linguistic terminology
• Linked to context consistently.

• Wrote introductions reiterating contextual
points

• Did not exemplify points made
• Did not consider linguistic concepts OR used

them in a sweeping manner.
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Exemplar 3 
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Supporting you 
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results 
services.  For full information about the options available visit the OCR website.  If university places are 
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to 
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Review students' exam performance with our free online results analysis tool. Available for GCSE, A Level 
and Cambridge Nationals. 

It allows you to:

• review and run analysis reports on exam performance 

• analyse results at question and/or topic level*

• compare your centre with OCR national averages 

• identify trends across the centre 

• facilitate effective planning and delivery of courses 

• identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle 

• help pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

*To find out which reports are available for a specific subject, please visit ocr.org.uk/administration/
support-and-tools/active-results/ 

Find out more at ocr.org.uk/activeresults

CPD Training
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in 
to an online Q&A session.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our website. 

www.ocr.org.uk
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OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of 
Cambridge. For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance 
programme your call may be recorded or monitored. 

© OCR 2019 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company 
Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office The 
Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA. Registered 
company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

General qualifications
Telephone 01223 553998
Facsimile 01223 552627
Email general.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

www.ocr.org.uk

OCR Customer Support Centre

OCR Resources: the small print

OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR 
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching 
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.  
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the 
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.

This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as  
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is 
acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made 
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between 
published support and the specification, therefore please use the 
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes 
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the 
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between 
the specification and a resource please contact us at:  
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.

Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or 
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding 
organisation, you can request more information by completing the 
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:  
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of 
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: 
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources 
for your qualification:

www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/
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